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INTRODUCTION 
This paper originates from the following observation: The standard con- 
struction of the symmetric (or antisymmetric) algebra of a module E over 
a commutative ring K with unit is carried out in two distinct stages. One 
first defines the pth symmetric (or antisymmetric) power for each p E N by 
using the natural representation of the symmetric group S, on the pth 
tensor power Op E, and then factoring out a submodule, defined by the 
unit character (or the signature). Then one checks that the direct sum of 
the modules thus obtained inherits an associative product from the tensor 
algebra over K: QE= UpDO BP E. Clearly, the first step can be mimicked 
starting with any sequence of permutation groups W = ( W, < S,),, i and 
any sequence of characters x = ( xP : Wp + K)P a i . This yields a sequence of 
modules (Cxl” E),>w What are, then, the condition on W and x, which 
would guarantee that the direct sum [x] E= IJ,,0 [xl” E inherits a struc- 
ture of associative algebra from @E? The answer turns out to be very 
explicit, and involves an interesting endomorphism, w, of the symmetric 
group S, of permatuations of N with finite support. The precise statement 
is given in Theorem 1.3.1, which, in particular, shows that for [x] E to be 
an associative algebra, the sequence W has to satisfy for each p B 1 the con- 
ditions W, < W,, 1 (with respect to the natural embedding of S, in S, + ,), 
4Wp)G wp+JY while the sequence x has to satisfy xP+ ,, wP = xP and 
xP + i 0 w, wP = xP. Since the converse is also true (that is, such a sequence of 
characters does define an associative algebra [x]E), the next question 
which comes up is to classify all such sequences. This is done in 
Theorem 1.3.3; it shows that the group of these sequences (with com- 
ponentwise multiplication) is naturally isomorphic to the trivial group, or, 
to the subgroup Z(K) of the group U(K) of units of K, consisting of all 
involutions. In fact, this isomorphism is constructively defined, starting 
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from the sequence W, and allows for an explicit description of the sequences 
of characters x which produce associative algebras [x] E. The algebras 
obtained from this construction which under specific restrictions produces 
the tensor, symmetric, and antisymmetric algebras, are-naturally enough- 
called semi-symmetric algebras of weight x of E. Thus we have finally 
explained the title of the paper. 
The material is organized as follows. In Section 1 we introduce the 
precise definitions needed for our constructions and state the main 
theorems. Section 2 contains a proof of the first theorem. Section 3 gives 
the proof of the second main result, which relies on a close study of certain 
infinite permutation groups. The last section is devoted to a list of the 
functorial properties of the constructions studied in the paper. 
We use [ 1 ] as a general reference on multilinear algebra. 
1. STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
1.1. Let K be a commutative ring with unit 1 and let W be a group. We 
denote by X,(W) the (multiplicative abelian) group of homomorphisms x: 
W + K (x’s also are called K-valued characters of W). In the sequel we shall 
call a W-module any K-linear representation of W, and we shall, if 
necessary, view it also as a left unitary module over the group ring KW. 
For any W-module M and any character x E X,( W) we set 
,M= 
i 
the K-submodule of h4, generated by the 
differences x(a) z - gz, where z E it4 and 0 E I W ’ 
M,= 
the K-submodule of M, consisting of the 
elementszEMsuchthatoz=X(a)zforalloE W 
The elements of M, are called semi-symmetric elements of M of weight x. 
Clearly, ,A4 and M, are W-submodules of M. Given K-modules E, F, and 
a natural number p, denote by Mult,(EP, F) the K-module consisting of all 
K-multilinear maps Ep + F. Let W be a subgroup of the symmetric group 
S,. The K-modules Ep, BP E, Hom,(OP E, F) and Mult,(EP, F) have 
structures of W-modules, induced by the usual action of S, (cf. [l, Sect. 5, 
No. 11). 
The canonical isomorphism Mult,(EP, F) g Hom,( BP E, F) (cf. [ 1, 
Sect. 1, No. 7) is W-equivariant and it is clear that MultK(EP, F)x z 
Hom,(Bp E, F)x z Hom,((@PE)/,-I (OpE), F). We denote the K-factor- 
module (OPE)/,-~(OPE) by [xl” E and call it the pth semi-symmetric 
power of E of weight x. By definition, [xl0 E = K. 
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Thus 
as K-modules. 
Mult,(P, F)x g Hom,( [xl” E, F) (1.1.1) 
If cp: @PE -+ [xl” E is the canonical epimorphism, then we denote 
q(xr@ ... Ox,) by x,x...xx, and call all such elements of [x]“E 
decomposable p - X-vectors. Note that x,(,)x . . . xx,(,) = x(a) x, 1.. . xx,. It 
is obvious that all decomposable p - X-oectors generate [xl” E as a 
K-module. 
We denote by S, the group of permutations of N which fix all but finitely 
many elements. For any q E S, we denote by cV the conjugation S, + S,, 
OH qcv-1. Once and for all, we identify S,, p > 1, with the subgroup of 
S,, which fixes the set {HEN In>p}. 
LEMMA 1.1.2. Suppose FESS, W, W’<Sp, XEX~(W),X’EX~(W’), 
c,(W)< W’ and x’(c,(a))=~(a) f or all IJE W. Then the formula 
Xl x . . xx, H rl(Xl x’ . ‘. x’xp), defines an epimorphism of K-modules 
[xl” E + Ml” E. (1.1.3) 
If c,,( W) = W’, then (1.1.3) is a K-linear isomorphism. 
Proof The map EP -+ [x’]” E, (xi, . . . . xp) H r~(xi 1’ . . . x’xp), is K-multi- 
linear and semi-symmetric of weight x, because q(x,(, ,x’ . . . x’x,~,) = 
v-‘(XIX’ . . .x’x,) = CJd) ‘I(x,x’. . yx,)=p(c,(a-‘)) ‘1(x,x’. . .x’x,) 
= x(a) yl(x, x’ . .. x’x,). Hence (1.1.3) is well defined and, obviously, it is an 
epimorphism. In case cfl( W) = IV’, a K-linear map inverse to (1.1.3) is 
given by the formula x,x’...x’x,H~-~(x~x...xx~). fl 
1.2. A sequence W = ( W,), a i of subgroups of S, is called admissible if 
W, 6 S, for all p 3 1. An element x = (x,), >, of the group X,( W) = 
n pa i X,( W,) is said to be an admissible sequence of characters if the 
sequence of their domains W is admissible. A crucial role in this paper is 
played by the injective group endomorphism o: S, + S, defined by the 
formula (o(a))(p) = a(p - 1) + 1,p > 1, (o(a))(l) = 1. A sequence W of 
subgroups of S, is called o-stable if W is admissible and w’( W,) Q W,, , 
for any p 2 1 and any t E (0, 1 }. Clearly, if x = (x,), ~, is a sequence of 
characters with an w-stable sequence W= ( W,), D i of domains, then for 
any p B 1 the composition x:’ = xp+, 0 of is a character of W, for t E (0, 1 }. 
Denote by x(f) the sequence (x:‘)~> i . A sequence 1 of characters is said to 
be o-invariant if its sequence of domains is o-stable and x(f) = x for 
t E (0, 1 }. All o-invariant sequences of characters with fixed sequence W of 
domains form a subgroup X,(W), of the group X,(W). 
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1.3. Let E be a K-module. Any admissible sequence of characters x 
produces a graded K-module [x] E = uPa [x,]” E. Denote by cp = q(E) 
the canonical K-linear epimorphism UP a O ‘p,, : @E + [x] E, where 
‘p,,: Op E+ [x,]” E, x1 @ ... @x~+-+x,~~~~~~~x~. We denote by KC”) the 
free K-module, which is a direct sum of copies of K, indexed by N. 
THEOREM 1.3.1. Let x be an admissible sequence of characters. The 
following statements are then equivalent. 
(i) The sequence x is w-invariant; 
(ii) For any K-module E the K-module [x] E has a structure of 
associative graded K-algebra, such that q(E) is a homomorphism of graded 
K-algebras; 
(iii) The K-module [x] K(O”’ has a structure of associative graded 
K-algebra, such that cp(K’” ‘) is a homomorphism of graded K-algebras. 
DEFINITION 1.3.2. The K-algebra [x] E is called the semi-symmetric 
algebra of weight x of the K-module E. 
The preceding result shows that the possible constructions of semi-sym- 
metric algebras are classified by the w-invariant sequences of characters. 
The next result describes all such sequences. 
THEOREM 1.3.3. If W is an o-stable sequence of groups, then the group 
X,(W), is trivial or isomorphic to the subgroup Z(K) consisting of all 
involutions of U(K), where U(K) denotes the group of units of K. 
Remark 1.3.4. A precise description of the elements of X,( W), is given 
in Remark 3.6.1. 
EXAMPLES 1.35 (1) When W,, = {(l)} for all p > 1, [x] E is the tensor 
algebra 0 E. 
(2) When W, = S, and xP = 1 for all p 2 1, [x] E is the symmetric 
algebra S(E) of E. 
(3) When W, = S, and xP = sgn (the signature) for all p 3 1, [x] E is 
the anti-symmetric algebra; in particular, if f E K, then [x] E is the exterior 
algebra AE of E. 
(4) Let E be an n-generated K-module, k E N, k 2 n, W, = { (1) > for 
p d k and W, = S, for p > k, xP = sgn for all p > 1. Then [x] E is the tensor 
algebra truncated by its elements of degree > k. 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3.1 
The proof itself is contained in Section 2.2, after some preliminary 
constructions and results. 
2.1. The isomorphism (1.1.1) shows that the pth semi-symmetric 
power [xl” E of weight x is a a representing object for the functor 
Mult,(EP, -)x : K-mod --f K-mod, where K-mod is the category of 
K-modules. Below, we present a more general statement. First, we intro- 
duce some more notation. 
Notation 2.1.1. U < A’,,, VQ S, are permutation groups and E E X,( U), 
fExK(v/); 
(CI, /I) is a (p, q)-shuffle, defined by the strictly increasing maps 
cz: [l,p]+[l,p+q],/?: [l,q]-[l,p+q] withdisjoint images; 
8= ( 1 ‘.. p P+l 41)...@(P) ‘..P+q ES B(l) ... P(4) > Pfq 
is the permutation corresponding to the (p, q)-shuffle (a, p); 
X9= ( 
1 ..’ q 
8(l)...P(q) 
q+l...q+JJ ES 
41) ... 4P) > 
P+Y 
is the permutation corresponding to the (q,P)-shuffle (8, c(); 
E, F, G are K-modules; 
(Xl, ‘.., x,1, (Yl, ...> y,) are generic elements of Ep and Fq; 
i 
x,m’(i) if ie Im cx, zi = 
YB-‘(i) if iEIm/?, 
ie [ 1, p + q]. The K-modules EP x Fq and Mult,(EP x Fq, G) carry struc- 
tures of Ux V-modules, defined by the rules (c, 7)(x,, . . . . x ’ y,, . . . . y,) = 
(X,4(1), . . . . x,-yp); YT-l(l), . . . . yr-~cqJ and ((a, r)f)(z) =f((/‘: t-l) z). We 
embed the Cartesian product U x V in S, +q as W = ce( U) cg( V) and 
consider the character E @ 6 E X,( U x V), (E 0 6)((r, r) = I 6(r). It is then 
transfered to a character x E X,( W) by setting ~(a’?) = &(~,-,(a’)) 
6(c,-I (7’)). The elements of the U x V-submodule Mult,(EP x P, G),,a, 
are those multilinear maps f: EP x Fq -+ G, (x1, . . . . xp ; y, , . . . . y,) H 
./-(x1 , . . . . xp; Yl 3 -.-, y,), which are semi-symmetric of weight E with respect to 
the variables xi, . . . . xp and semi-symmetric of weight 6 with respect to the 
variables y i , . . . . yq. 
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LEMMA 2.1.2. In Notation 2.1.1, the formula 
(b I, ‘.‘> xp; y, , . . . . YJ++f(Xl, ‘..> x,;y,, .7Y,)) 
H((X1&...&Xp)O(Yl6...~Yyy)Hf(XI,...,Xp;ylr...,Yy)) 
defines an isomorphism of K-modules, 
Mult,(EP x Fq, G),,, + HomA(CEl” E) OK (CSI” FL G). 
Proof The map in question is the composition of the following 
sequence of (canonical) K-linear isomorphisms, 
Mult,(EP x Fy, G),,, z Mult,(EP, Mult,(FY, G),), 
E Hom,( [s]” E, Hom,( [S]” F, G)) 
z Hom,d(CEY W OK(CSlq F), G) 
(for the second isomorphism we used ( 1.1.1)). [ 
COROLLARY 2.1.3. In Notation 2.1.1, the tensor product ([&I” E) QK 
([S]” F) is a representing object for the functor 
Mult,(EP x Fy, -)Eo6: K-mod -+ K-mod. 
COROLLARY 2.1.4. In Notation 2.1.1, the formulas 
(C&l” ~9 O,(CSl” E) + CXI~+~E, 
define an isomorphism of K-modules. 
Proof The group U x V can be embedded in S,,, also as W, = 
cCl,(U)c,(V), where p(j)=p+j, l<j<q, p(q+i)=i, l<i<p. We set 
X,(C(l)(~) c,(z)) = 40) f% 19 r o E U, r E V. In case E = F, using Lemma 2.1.2., 
(l.l.l), and Lemma 1.1.2. with W= W,, IV= W, q=O, we obtain 
Hom,(( [e]” E)@ ([S]‘I E, G) z Mult,(EP+q, G),,, = Mult,(EP+4, G),, g 
HomK(CxIIP+qE, G)rHom,(Cxl , p+q E G). Yoneda’s lemma finishes the 
proof. i 
COROLLARY 2.15 Let n E S, + q. In Notation 2.1.1, assume c,,(W)< 
W’GS,,,, x ‘EX~(W’), and ~‘(c,(o))=~(o)for CTE W. Then theformula 
(x,&...&Xp)Q(Y,~...~Yq)~~(ZIX'...X'Zp+q) 
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defines an epimorphism of K-modules, 
([EY E) Q,y (CW E) + [x’]~+~ E. 
Proof. That map is the composition of the isomorphism from 
Corollary 2.1.4, followed by the epimorphism from Lemma 1.1.2. m 
2.2. Proof of the Theorem. (i) * (ii) Let x = (x~)~> 1 be an o-invariant 
sequence of characters and let W = ( W, ), a 1 be the sequence of their 
domains (cf. 1.2). Let p and q be natural numbers with p + q = m. Iterating 
the definition of o-stability of W and the definition of o-invariance of x we 
obtain W, = C(~)(W), xml wp= xp, wp( W,) = cP( W,), where p is defined 
in the proof of Corollary 2.1.4, and xrn 0 09’ = xy. The last equality can be 
written as ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Hence Corollary 2.1.5 yields a K-bilinear 
map 
If UE [xplp E, u E [x,]” E, then denote by uxu the value of this map and 
extend this product by linearity to the graded K-module [x] E (cf. 1.3). 
The unit 1 of the ring K acts identically on [x] E. Since the associativity of 
the product in [x] E is easily verified, and the canonical epimorphism 
cp: QE+ [x] E is, by definition, a homomorphism of graded K-algebras, 
we have proved the implication (i) = (ii) from Theorem 1.3.1. 
The implication (ii) * (iii) is trivial. 
(iii) = 0) Let x = (x~)~~, be an admissible sequence of characters 
and let W= (X,),,, be the sequence of their domains. Under the 
hypothesis of (iii) we have that ZK(O”) = up, 1 ZPK’“‘, where 
ZPK’“‘= Xp~ (OPK’“‘), is a two-sided ideal of the tensor algebra @E. 
Equivalently, (~;~(o)z-az) @z’EZ~+~K@) and z’@(~;‘(o)z-az)~ 
Zp+‘Kcm) for all ZE BPKcCo) , z’ E Kc”‘, and r~ E W,. Set cr’ = cr and 
0” = W(O) as elements of the symmetric group S,, , . Then the last 
conditions can be rewritten as xi1 (a) z 0 z’ - a’(z 0 z’), x; ’ (a) 
z’@z-~“(z’@z)EZ~+~~Y(~) for all ZE@~E, z’EK(“), and (TE Wp. A 
direct computation shows that the element b = C,, w,+, xp+ 1 (7) T of the 
group ring KS,+ 1 annihilates ZP+‘Kcm). Therefore xi’ (a) b - ba’ and 
x;’ (a) b - bo” are in the annihilator of the KS, + ,-module gp” Kc”‘. It 
is easily seen that gmKcoo) is an exact KS,-module for all m E N, hence 
ba’=bo”=X;‘(a)b so that cr’, #E W,,, and ~~+~(cr’)=x~+,(~“)= 
x,(a). We have shown that the sequence W is o-stable and the sequence 
x is o-invariant, that is, (i) holds. 1 
Remark 2.2.1. Because of associativity, the decomposable p - Xp-vector 
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XlXp ... xPxP is the composition (with respect to the product in [x] E) of 
the sequence xi, . . . . x,,: x1 xP . . . &,x, = x1x . . . xx,,. Throughout the rest of 
the paper we drop the subscript of xP and, moreover, denote [x,,]” E by 
[xl” E, if this does not lead to confusion. 
3. THE GROUP OF W-INVARIANT CHARACTERS 
OF AN O-STABLE SUBGROUP OF S, 
3.1. Let W= (IV,),,, be an w-stable sequence. In particular, 
wp< wp,, for all p > 1, so W, = lJ,, , W, is a subgroup of S,. Since 
4Wp)G Wp+l for all p 2 1, then o( W,) < W,, that is, W, is o-stable. 
The group A’,( W,) of K-valued characters of W, is isomorphic to the 
subgroup of X,(W), consisting of all sequences x of characters, such that 
x = x(O) (cf. 1.2). The character x E X,( W, ) is called o-invariant if x 0 o = x 
on the group W, . The set X,( W, ), of all o-invariant characters of W, 
is a subgroup of X,( W,) and it is clear that X,( W,), is naturally 
isomorphic to the group X,(W), of all w-invariant sequences of characters 
with W as sequence of domains. The previous considerations motivate the 
study of the o-stable subgroups of S, and their groups of w-invariant 
characters. 
3.2. For any set X we denote by S(X) (resp. by A(X)) the symmetric 
group (resp. the alternating group) on X. We extend the endomorphism w 
of s, in an obvious way on the symmetric group S(N,), where 
No = { 0, 1,2, . . . }. The main purpose of this subsection is to study the 
o-stable subgroups Pi’ = (c, o[, w*c, . ..) of the symmetric group S( No), 
where 5 is a 3-cycle. For any e > 0, d > 1, we set 
A(d,e)=A(e+dN,)xA(e+l+dN,)x ... xA(e+d-l+dN,), 
S(d,e)=S(e+dN,)xS(e+l+dN,)x ... xS(e+d-l+dN,). 
PROPOSITION 3.2.1. Let [=(e,e+dn,, e+dn,) with O<n,<n,, e>O, 
d> 1 and (n,, n,)= 1, then T(O=A(d, e). 
Proof: The equalities A(d, e) = w’A(d, 0), Tee’= C&T(~), q = (0, dnl, dn,), 
and A(d, 0) =A(dN,) x wA(dN,) x . . . x od-‘A(dN,), Tcq)= (q, wdq, . ..) x 
w( f/, wdq, . . . ) x . ‘. x od- I (u, odq, . . . ) reduce the statement to proving 
(q, odq, . ..) = A(dN,). Further, the bijection No + dN,, n H dn, shows 
that it is enough to prove FE’= A(N,), where r = (0, n,, n2). Let 
m=n,-n,, so that (n,,m)=l. We have o“<=(k,k+n,,k+n,+m), 
hence k + n, No lies in a single orbit of TCs) for any k > 0. Similarly, 
/ + mN, lies in a single orbit of TCr) for any / 2 n,. Therefore, if 
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n = pn, + qm, p, q E Z, there exist p’ > 0 and q’ z 0 such that the integers n, 
p’nl + qm, p’n i + q’m, p’n, and 0 are in a single orbit of T(<). Thus we 
have shown that Tcr) is transitive on N,. Moreover, its subgroup 0’71” is 
transitive on e + hJ, for any / > 0. By induction, the group T”’ is e-fold 
transitive for all e > 1. In particular, it contains all 3-cycles, hence 
T’“’ = A(&). 1 
3.3. For any o-stable subgroup W of S, denote by r(W) (resp. by 
rO( W)) the set of all 0 E S, (resp. CJ E S( No)) such that there exists a non- 
negative integer t with O’(T E W. Plainly, r(W) (resp. rO( W)) is also an 
w-stable subgroup of S, (resp. of S( No)), which we call the radical of W 
in S, (resp. the radical of W in S(N,)). By the support of a permutation 
e E S(N,) we mean the set supp(a) of all elements of FV, actually moved by 
0. For any subgroup W of S(N,) we denote by ‘C(W) the set of all 
3-cycles in W. The group W is said to be of class d if d is the greatest 
common divisor of all differences e1 - e,, /, , e2 E supp 5, [ E 3C( W). 
LEMMA 3.3.1. If W is a non-trivial w-stable subgroup of S,, then the set 
3C( W) is non-empty. 
Proof Take c in W, (T # (l), and a natural number t such that 
(supp o’g) n supp c contains precisely one element; under this condition 
the commutator [a, 0’01 = K’(W’CJ-’ ~(w’o) is a 3-cycle in W. 1 
LEMMA 3.3.2. Let W be a non-trivial o-stable subgroup of S, and let d 
be a natural number. The following statements are then equivalent: 
(i) A(d,O)<r,(W)<SS(d,O); 
(ii) A(d, 1) 6 r(W) d S(d, 1); 
(iii) The group W is of class d. 
Proof. (i)* (ii) Note that w(A(d, 0)) =A(d, l), o( 
w(rO ( W) = r( W). 
(ii) =E- (iii) Obviously, ‘C(r( W)) = 3C(A(d, 1)). 
denoting the class of W by class(W), we have class( W 
class(d(d, 1)) = d. 
s(d, 0)) = S(d, l), 
In particular, 
) = class(r( W)) = 
(iii)*(i) By Lemma 3.3.1, the group W contains a 3-cycle, hence 
rO( W) contains a 3-cycle q = (0, d’n,, d’n*) with O<n,<n,,(n,,n,)=l. 
Using Proposition 3.2.1. we obtain 
(3.3.3) 
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Suppose d’ is the minimal natural number such that the inclusion (3.3.3) 
holds. Then 
3C(r,( W)) = 3C(A(d’, 0). (3.3.4) 
Otherwise, there exist a 3-cycle [E ro( W) and two integers jO, 
i, E co, d’ - 1 I, j, zj, 9 such that supp(i) intersects both j,+ d’N, and 
j, + d’hJ, (we say i connects these arithmethical progressions.) Suppose 
j,<j, and set 
m =jl -h (m, J)=#, m=d”m,, 
d’ = d”d,, im, = m,(mod d,), 
0 Gm, < d,, ie H. Then the 3-cycle co= od’-h+j[, 0 <j<d”, connects 
j+ d’N, with j+ m,d” + d’N, and the 3-cycle ii= o”cO connects 
j+m,d”+d’N, withj+m,+,d”+d’N, for i=O,...,d,-1. Thus the group 
A(#, 0) is contained in ro( W) and d” cd’, a contradiction with the mini- 
mality of d’. 
Next we establish the following claims: (a) d’= d and (b) 
r,,(W) d S(d, 0). The claim (a) is obvious from (3.3.4). Suppose (b) fails. 
Then one can find a permutation cr E r. ( W), integers j,,, j, E [0, d - 11, and 
integers 8,~j~+dN~, 8,~j~+dN~, such that u(er)=e,. If we choose an 
q = (e,, e,, 8,) E A( j, + dN,) with e2, e, $ supp(a), then the commutator 
[a, q] = (e,, e,, 8,) E ro( W) is a 3-cycle which connects j, + dN, with 
j, + 6J0, a contradiction with (3.3.4) and claim (a). Hence, (i) holds and 
Lemma 3.3.2 is proved. 1 
3.4. Given any group W, we let W,, denote the abelian factor of W by 
its commutator subgroup. Any homomorphism of groups f: W+ W 
induces a homomorphism W,, + WA, which we denote by fab. For 
u = 60.. . U& 1) oj~ S( j+ dN,), we denote by ai the additively written 
signature of the jth component aj of 0, 
if sgn(u,) = 1, 
if sgn(a,) = - 1, 
j= 0, . . . . d- 1. 
Let IF, be the field with two elements. For any natural number d there 
exists a canonical epimorphism of groups 
fed)* S(d 0) + ff, [xl/(x”- l), . , 
u Hf;d)(X) = q)(a) + u,(a) x + . . . + cl& l(U) xd- l. 
Clearly, S(d, e) d S(d, 0), A(d, e) ,< A(d, 0), and S(d, e),b = S(d, e)/A(d, e) g 
IF, [x]/(xd- I), via the isomorphism (fcd’l s(d, e))Ob for any e >, 0. The group 
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S(d; e) and the kernel A(d; e) of fCd) 1 sCd, ej are w-stable and o induces 
on the IF,-linear space [F, [xl/(x’-- 1) the cyclic shift of the coordinates 
in the basis 1, x, . . . . xd- ‘. We denote it again by o: o(c(~, . . . . c(~- i) = 
(ad- 1, @O, . . . . cldmz). In other words, w is the multiplication by x in the 
ring F,[x]/(x” - 1) : o( g(x)) = xg(x). In terms of fCd) we have f:!(x) = 
xfi”‘(x) = w(fi”‘(x)). Therefore the intermediate o-stable groups W, 
A(d e) < Wb S(d, e), are in l-l correspondence via fCd)J SCd,ej with the 
ideals of the ring lF, [xl/(x*- 1): WH I,= {f:)(x) 1 c E W}. Factoring 
out by the commutator subgroup A(d, 0) of W, we identify the w-operator 
group W,, with the ideal I,. In particular, we identify all S(d; e)Llh, e > 0, 
with the IF, [xl-module IF, [xl/(x” - 1). 
LEMMA 3.4.1. Let W be a non-trivial o-stable subgroup of class d of S, 
(cf: 3.3). Then one has W< A, if and only if r( W),, E (x - 1). 
Proof: Using Lemma 3.3.2(ii), we obtain A(d; 1) <r(W) < S(d; 1). 
Evidently, W6 A, if and only if r(W) 6 A,, hence our statement holds 
because f:‘(l) is the additively written signature of 0. g 
3.5. Let Z be an IF,-linear space, and let o be an endomorphism of I. We 
set HomIFZ(Z, IF*),= {iEHom,,(Z, IF2)llo~=z}. This is a subspace of 
Horn,, (I, ff 2) whose elements are called w-invariant lF,-linear forms on I. 
Notation 3.5.1. Let d be a natural number and let 2’, e>O, be the 
greatest power of 2 which divides d. If Z is a non-zero ideal of the ring 
F, [xl/(x”- l), then we denote by fi(x) E F, [x] the divisor of xd - 1 which 
generates Z, and we set h,(x) = (x” - 1)/f,(x). We denote by p(Z) the multi- 
plicity of 1 as a root of the polynomial h,(x). Plainly, 0 <p(Z) < 2’. If the 
ideal Z originates from the o-stable subgroup W of S, , that is, if Z = Wab, 
then we denote p(Z) also by p(W). If W is an w-invariant sequence of 
groups, then we also write p(W) for p( W,) (cf. 3.1). The multiplication by 
x in the ring F, [xl/(x” - 1 ), as well as its restriction on Z, are denoted by 
co. 
LEMMA 3.5.2. In the preceding notation, the following hold: 
(i) One has 
HomF2K E2L,= i 
if p(Z)=0 
2 zj- O<p(Z)<2’. 
In case 0 < p(Z) < 2’ the only non-trivial w-invariant if,-linear form on Z, 
1,: I-+ 52, (3.5.3) 
is defined by the rule g(x) H (g/f,)( 1). 
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(ii) The restriction 
HomF2&M/bd- 1h ~2L+Hom,2V, E2L, (3.5.4) 
is the zero homomorphism in case 0 < p(Z) < 2’ and an F&near isomorphism 
in case p(Z) = 2’. 
(iii) Let X,(Z), be the subgroup of X,(Z), consisting of all 
o-invariant K-valued characters of the abelian group I. Then 
XK ULJ g 
i 
(11 if p(Z)=0 
Z(K) if O<p(Z)<2’ 
(cf 1.3) and in case 0 < p(Z) < 2’ the character xk : Z -+ K, corresponding to 
an involution k E Z(K), k # 1, is defined by the rule 
Proof (i) Let 1 be a non-trivial o-invariant IF,-linear form on I. 
Then t(x”f,(x)) = 1 for all m > 0 and therefore r(g(x)) = (g/,)(l) for all 
g(x) E I. In particular, 0 = r(0) = l(xd- 1) = z(h,(x) f,(x)) = h,(l), that is, 
O<p(Z)<2’. Conversely, if h,(l)=O, then (3.5.3) yields a well-defined 
map. If gl (x) = g2(x) in E, Cxll(x”- I), g, (~1 E 4 then g, (x1 -gz(x) E 
(x”- 1) in F, [xl, h ence (g,/f,)(x) - (g,/f,)(x) E (h,(x)) and, in particular, 
(g,/f,)( 1) = (gJf,)( 1). The lF,-linearity of I, is clear. Moreover, the form zI is 
o-invariant and non-trivial, r,(xg(x)) = (xg(x)/fI(x))( 1) = (g(x)/f,(x))( 1) = 
4&N and IAfAx)) = 1. 
(ii) Clearly the condition O<p(Z) < 2’ is equivalent to f[(x)E 
(x- l), that is, f,(l) = 0. Let zR be the non-trivial o-invariant F,-linear 
formon R=F,[x]/(xd-l):~~(g(x))=g(l)forg(x)~R. Iff,(l)=O, then 
g(l)=Oforallg(x)EZ, hencez,,,= 0 and (3.5.4) is the zero homomorphism. 
If p(Z) = 2’, then fi(l) = 1 and (g(x)/f,(x))(l) =g(l)/f,(l) =g(l). Therefore 
r = tR,, and (3.5.4) is an isomorphism. 
(iii) Let x be a non-unit o-invariant K-valued character on Z. Then 
x(xmf,(x)) = k, kEZ(K), k # 1, for all m 20. It is clear that one has 
x(z) = k*(=) for z E Z, where z is a non-trivial o-invariant If,-linear form on 
Z. Conversely, this formula with non-trivial I and k E Z(K), k # 1, defines a 
non-unit element of the group X,(Z),. Using (i) we obtain the result. 1 
3.6. Proof of Theorem 1.3.3. Let W= ( W,), a i be a non-trivial o-stable 
sequence (cf. 1.2). We recall that W, = U,, i W, is a non-trivial o-stable 
subgroup of S, and that XK ( W), r A’,( W, ), (cf. 3.1). Let d be the class 
of the group W, (cf. 3.3). Every w-invariant character xi of W, can be 
extended to an w-invariant character x of the radical r( W,) by the rule 
x(a) = x, (o’o), where t 2 0 is such that 0’6 E W,. Thus, the restriction of 
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characters induces an isomorphism X,(r( W, )), E X,( W, ),. On the 
other hand, X,(r( W, )), z X,(r( W, )06)o. Using the representation of 
r( wm Lb as an ideal of the ring R = F,[x]/(x~- 1) (cf. 3.4) and using 
Lemma 3.5.2(iii), we see that Theorem 1.3.3. has been proved. 1 
We note that using Lemmas 3.4.1. and 3.5.2. one can obtain a more 
precise form of Theorem 1.3.3., stated in the following. 
Remark 3.6.1. (i) If the group W, contains an odd permutation, then 
by Lemma 3.4.1, one obtains p(W) = 2’. In this case Lemma 3.5.2(ii), (iii), 
imply X,(W), E Z(K) and the non-unit w-invariant sequence of characters 
xk corresponding to k E Z(K), k # 1, is induced by the k-signature of W, , 
that is, by the restriction of the character 
rdP(x)) sgn,:crHk 0 
ofS(d;l)on W,; 
(ii) If W,<A, and either W,= ((1)) or W,# ((1)) and 
p(W) = 0, then X,(W), = { 1 } (cf. Lemma 3.5.2(i)); 
(iii) If W,<A,, W, # (( 1 )} and 0 < p(W) < 2’, then the non-unit 
sequence xk of characters corresponding to k E Z(K), k # 1, is induced by 
the character 
ev3-h. w,. . c H ,&?x)), Z=r(WmLbr 
of W, (cf. Lemma 3.5.2(iii)). We call such a character exotic k-signature of 
W, . Note that exotic signatures exist only when the class of the group W, 
is even. 
4. FUNCTORIAL PROPERTIES 
4.1. Notation 4.1.1. (a) Consider a commutative diagram 
f:x 
I I 
X’ 
K-K 
in which Wb W’dS,, XEX~(W), x’EX~,(W’), YES,, and K is a 
homomorphism of commutative rings. 
(b) Suppose E is a K-module, E’ is a K’-module and u: E + E’ is a 
K-linear map (E’ is a K-module via IC). 
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The data m E N, f and u define a map 
E” + [x’]” E’, 
(Xl 3 ‘.., x,) H 4x, ) x’ . . . x’u(x, 1, 
which is K-multilinear and semi-symmetric of weight x. Hence by (1.1.1) it 
gives rise to a functorial K-linear map 
[xl” E+ WI” E’, 
x1x . . . xx, H 24(x1) x’. . . fu(x,), 
which we denote by [f]” u. By definition, [f]‘u is the homomorphism 
rc: K+ K’. Note that if u is an epimorphism, then for m > 0 the map [f]” u 
also is an epimorphism. In case W= W’, K= K’, q = (l), and rc = id,, we 
denote f by x. Under the last assumption, if u: E’ + E” is a K-linear map, 
then 
[xl” (uau)= (Cxl” Q)~(CXI” u). 
As a consequence, if u is a split monomorphism then the map [xl” u also 
is a split monomorphism. Therefore, if u is an isomorphism, then [x]” u 
also is an isomorphism. 
Notation 4.1.2. (a). Using Notations 2.1.1 and 4.1.1 (a), denote by e 
and b the commutative diagrams 
U”BW v&w 
E 
I I 
x’ and ’ 
I I 
X’ 3 
K-K K- K’ K K 
respectively. Moreover, assume that G is a K’-module and its K-module 
structure is induced by rc. 
(b) Let u: E + G, u: F + G be a pair of K-linear maps and let 
W(Zi) = u(zi) 
if iEZma 
l-)tzi) if iEZmB’ 
Then the map EP~F4+[f]P+YG, (x,,...,x~;~~,...,Y~)Hw(z~)x’... 
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xwp + y h is K-multilinear and semi-symmetric of weight E @ 6, hence by 
Lemma 2.1.2 it gives rise to a K-linear map 
(CEI”E)O, (CWF)+ CX’I~+~ G, 
(XI&... EXp)O(Y18 . . . dY, I- W(Zl) x’ . . . x’w(z, + q), 
which we denote by ( [elP u) x’[b]” v), 
PROPOSITION 4.1.3. Given WdS,-,, W’<S,, XEX~(W), x’EX~(W’), 
assume that W < W’, XI 1 w = x and that th e group W’ is transitive. Then any 
exact sequence of K-modules 
E&FAG-O 
produces an exact sequence of K-modules 
([x,P-’ F)gKE (Ce7Pm’idE)x’u , Cx’]PF [X’Ipv , [x’]PG+O, 
where e is the commutative diagram 
Wd W’ 
x 
I I 
Y’ 
K= K 
Proof Set U’ = ([e]“- ’ id,) 1’~ and v’ = [x’lp v. The K-linear map u’ is 
an epimorphism. By functoriality, v 0 u = 0 implies u’ 0 U’ = 0. We shall prove 
the inclusion Ker v’ c Im U’ at the level of K-multilinear maps into an 
arbitrary K-module H. Let f: EP -+ H be a multilinear semi-symmetric map 
of weght x’, such that f(xi, . . . . xPP i, u(x’)) = 0 for all xi, . . . . xp _ i E F and 
all x’ E E, that is, f(x,, . . . . xpP ,, xP) =0 for all xi, . . . . xP- I E E and all 
xp E E’, where E’ = Ker u. Since f is semi-symmetric, the transitivity of W 
yields 
fb 1 ) . ..) xi, . ..) xp) = 0 
for all xi, . . . . ii, . . . . xpEF,xiEE’and16i<p. (4.1.4) 
Now, the next lemma implies that every K-linear map f: [x’]” F-t H 
which vanishes on Im u’, vanishes also on Ker v’. 1 
LEMMA 4.1.5. Given W’ < S,, x’ E X,( w’ ), a K-module H, and a surjec- 
tive homomorphism F-+ G of K-modules with kernel E’, assume that (4.1.4) 
holds for some f E Mult,(FP, H),,. Then there exists a g E Mult,(GP, H)xz 
such that f = g 0 up. 
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Proof: Suppose that u(x,)= u(xj), i= 1, . . . . p. Then f(x,, . . . . xP)- 
f (xi 3 . . . . XL) = xi”= i f (x,, . . . . xi-i, xi-x:, xi+ i, . . . . xi) = 0. It follows that 
the formula g(u(xi), . . . . u(xP)) =f (x1, . . . . xP) defines a multilinear semi- 
symmetric map g: GP --f H of weight x’, and by definition go up =$ 1 
PROPOSITION 4.1.6. Using Notation 4.1.1, suppose W= W’, n = (1 ), 
E’ = K’ OK E and let u be the canonical map XI--+ 1 Ox. Then the K-linear 
map 
tip: K’O, ([xl” E) + WI” E’, 
~‘O(x,X...XXp)~~‘((l~X1)X’...X’(lOXp)), 
is an isomorphism of K-modules. The inuerse K-linear map is defined by the 
rule 
(i,Ox,)X’~~~X’(IpOxp)~(~,~~~~p)(XIX~~~XXp). 
Proof. Use the associativity of the tensor product and (1.1.1). 1 
COROLLARY 4.1.7. If S is a multiplicative subset of the ring K, E is a 
K-module, W< S, and x E A’,( W), then S’( [xl” E) z [x’lp (S’E) as 
S’K-modules, where the character x’ is the composition of x: W + K, 
followed by the canonical homomorphism K + S- ‘K. 
4.2. Notation 4.2.1. (a) Suppose that b = (b,),., is a sequence of 
commutative diagrams 
b, : xp 
I 
K - K’ K 
where rc: K + K’ is a homomorphism of commutative rings, x = (xp)pr i is 
an w-invariant sequence of K-valued characters, and x’ = (xl,),>, is an 
w-invariant sequence of K’-valued characters. 
(b) Suppose E is a K-module, E’ is a K’-module and u: E + E’ is a 
K-linear map (E’ is a K-module via K). 
The data b and u define (in a functorial way) a homomorphism of 
graded K-algebras 
PI u: L-xl E-r Cx’l E’, PI u= u PplPU, 
p3l 
which extends u. In case b, = xp, p > 1, (cf. 4.1) we denote b by X. 
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PROPOSITION 4.2.2. Let E Y F-A G -+ 0 be an exact sequence of 
K-modules. Then [x] u : [x] F + [x] G is a surjective homomorphism of 
graded K-algebras with kernel (u(E)), the two-sided graded ideal of [x] E, 
generated by the submodule u(E) of F. 
Proof It is enough to show the exactness of the sequence of K-modules 
u ((C~I’~‘)OEO(CXI”J’)) 
r+s=p- 1 
wp ) [x]” F cXp’pc* [xl” G- 0, 
for any pal, where wp=Ur+s=p--l ([e,]‘idF)XpuXp([b,lSid);e, and b, 
denote respectively the commutative diagrams 
w, < w, Q, w,- w P 
Xr 
I I 
.Q and Is 
I I 
XP ; 
K= K K = K 
9, = ( 1 . ..s s+l...p-1 p r+2...p 1 ... r > r+l ’ o<s<p-1, 
(cf. Notation 4.1.2). The surjectivity of [x,]” v is clear. The equality 
v 0 u = 0 yields by functoriality ([x,] p u) 0 wp = 0. We shall prove the inclu- 
sion Ker([XplP v) c Im wp at the level of K-multilinear maps into an 
arbitrary K-module H. Let f: EP + H be a multilinear semisymmetric map 
of weight x’, which vanishes on Im wp. In other words, (4.1.4) is satisfied 
and Lemma 4.1.5 finishes the proof. 1 
PROPOSITION 4.2.3. Using Notation 4.2.1, suppose W, = Wi, p > 1, 
E’ = K’ @k E and let u be the canonical map x H 10 x. Then the map 
$1 K’O, ([xl ~3 + Cx’l E’, II/ = u tip, 
pa1 
(cf Proposition 4.1.6) is an isomorphism of graded K’-algebras. 
Proof The K/-linearity of the map in question is obvious. Under the 
additional conditions Proposition 4.1.6 yields the assertion. 1 
COROLLARY 4.2.4. If S is a multiplicative subset of the ring K, E is a 
K-module and x = (x, )p a , is a o-invariant sequence of K-valued characters, 
then one has an isomorphism of graded S- ‘K-algebras S- ‘( [x] E) g 
Ex’l(sp’E), where x’= (xb)pT1 and xi is the composition of xp followed by 
the canonical homomorphism K + S- ‘K for any p > 1. [ 
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